Characterization of the within-host genetic diversity of viral pathogens is required for selection of effective treatment of some important viral infections, e.g. HIV, HBV and HCV. Despite the technical ability of detection, there are conflicting data regarding the clinical significance of low-frequency variants, partially because of the difficulty of their distinguishing from experimental artifacts. The issue of cross-contamination is relevant for all highly sensitive techniques, including deep sequencing: even trace contamination leads to a significant increase of false positives in identified SNVs. Determination of infections by multiple genotypes of some viruses, the incidence of which can be considerable, especially in risk groups, is also clinically significant in some cases. We developed a new viral reference-guided assembler, VirGenA, that can separate mixtures of strains of different intraspecies genetic groups (genotypes, subtypes, clades, etc.) and assemble a separate consensus sequence for each group in a mixture. It produced long assemblies for mixture components of extremely low frequencies (<1%) allowing detection of cross-contamination of samples by divergent genotypes. We tested VirGenA on both clinical and simulated data. On both types of data, VirGenA shows better or similar results than the existing de novo assemblers. Cross-platform implementation (including source code) is freely available at https://github.com/gFedonin/VirGenA/releases.
Introduction
Characterization of the within-host genetic diversity of viral pathogens is required for selection of effective treatment of some important viral infections, e.g. HIV [1] , HBV [2] and HCV [3] . Genome-wide deep sequencing can be used to detect lowfrequency variants (having frequencies <1%) resistant to treatments in such heterogeneous viral populations. However, there are conflicting data regarding the clinical significance of detection of low-frequency variants of HIV-1 [4] [5] [6] . Association of mutations with the outcome of HIV treatment for non-nucleoside reverse-transcriptase inhibitors is not confirmed in many studies [7, 8] . False-positive variations can be one possible reason for contradictions between studies of associations of low-frequency mutations with success of therapy [8] . The problem of cross-contamination between samples is relevant to all highsensitivity techniques, including deep sequencing [9, 10] . Contamination of the sample by another sample, even in a small proportion, leads to a significant increase of false positives in identified SNVs [9] . We do not know an automatic method to detect the presence of cross-contamination between samples of highly variable virus isolates. To determine the contamination of a sample of HIV isolates by other samples, Zanini et al. [11] built the distribution of similarity of reads with the consensus sequence and discarded reads with extremely low similarity. The disadvantage of this method, besides that its reliance on subjective evaluation of diversity, is the inability to distinguish contamination from infections by multiple genotypes, the frequency of which can be considerable, especially in risk groups: for HIV $10% of the population of HIV-1 positive [12] [13] [14] , for hepatitis C 5-25% [15, 16] and for hepatitis B 5-37% [17, 18] . Determination of mixed genotypes is clinically significant in some cases, such as hepatitis C virus [19] .
Mapping reads on the reference sequence historically has been the first method used to assemble the viral genomes [20] [21] [22] . At the same time, for highly variable viruses like HIV using a distant reference may cause variant calling errors because of misalignment of reads or incomplete assembly of genome fragments of high divergence [20, 23] . Using any fixed reference may be problematic, as viral consensuses may differ significantly between patients, and it may be difficult to choose a suitable reference from any sequence database, which allows obtaining high-quality alignments of reads [24, 25] . Another solution is first to assemble consensus sequence de novo, and then use it as a reference for the reads mapping and detection of variants [24] . For this, specially designed viral de novo assemblers, such as Vicuna [26] and IVA [27] , were proposed.
We have developed a new reference-guided assembler of highly variable viral genomes, VirGenA, based on iterative mapping and de novo reassembling of highly variable regions, where similarities of mapping reads to a specified reference are too low. The method can handle distant reference sequence because of a specially designed read mapper. In cases when a good reference is unknown, the best performance is achieved by using a user-provided, multiple aligned reference sequences as vocabulary.
We compared assemblies produced by VirGenA and two programs for de novo assembly: Vicuna [26] and IVA [27] on simulated and clinical HIV-1 data sets and on the clinical HCV data set. For this purpose, we developed a method for comparing different algorithms of assembly of highly variable viral genomes, which is based on the assumption that a virus establishes a heterogeneous population of haplotypes-quasispecies within the host.
One of the advantages of VirGenA over other programs is the possibility of genotyping, e.g. of determining the isolate's membership in genetic groups (genotypes; subtypes; clades), on which genetic classification within viral species is based. Our method allows us to genotype samples comprising more than one subpopulation of the virus, each of which pertains to a different genetic group. Prior genotyping is required for correct interpretation of some SNVs that are clinically significant on a particular genetic background and benign on others [28, 29] . SNV analysis greatly benefits if reads are sorted and assembled according to corresponding genetics groups that are presented in a particular sample in comparison with the traditional approach where contigs correspond only to the dominating genetic group used for mapping of a pool of reads. In the latter case, some of the detected SNVs correspond to differences between subtypes, whereas some SNVs are artifacts of approaching of multiple alignment by mapping procedure (Figure 1) . Some mixtures may be artifacts of cross-sample contamination. With the help of VirGenA, we find the evidence of crosscontamination for some sequenced HIV-1 clinical samples from the data, which is publicly available from the Sanger Institute (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/data/view/PRJEB2262), and for some samples from the HCV data set [30] .
Material and methods

Data sets
We evaluated performance of our algorithm in comparison with Vicuna [26] and IVA [27] on two data sets of HIV and HCV clinical samples. HIV data set consists of 164 HIV samples sequenced on Illumina platform (250 bp paired reads) by the Sanger institute (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/resources/downloa ds/viruses/retroviridae-lentivirus.html) available at http://www. ebi.ac.uk/ena/data/view/PRJEB2262. Some of them were previously used for assessment of IVA accuracy [27] .
The HCV data set consists of 22 clinical samples that were single component and of 16 samples that were mixtures of two subtypes according to genotyping in reference laboratories or were artificial mixtures [30] . All samples are sequenced on Illumina platform (100 bp paired reads). For each sample, there were two sets of reads corresponding to two different protocols of sequencing libraries preparation: metagenomic without enrichment (O-Meta) and enrichment by a capture on hybridization probes (O-Capt). As publicly available FASTQ files contain no information about the protocol used for preparation of a particular sample, we classified them ourselves based on the expectation that for the O-Meta sequencing libraries, fractions of nonhuman reads mapped on HCV multiple sequence alignment (MSA) would be sufficiently lower than for O-Capt (see Supplementary Materials, 1.1 for details). Results for O-Capt HCV data set are presented in the main text of the manuscript; results for O-Meta data set are in the Supplementary Materials Sections 2.2 and 2.3.
Algorithm
Our approach (Supplementary Figure S1 ) is based on a simple idea: if a good reference sequence is available, we use iterative mapping of reads to obtain a corresponding consensus sequence; otherwise, if an MSA of references, which represent viral diversity, is available, we group reads into subpopulations seeded by reference sequences from the alignment, and then assemble consensus for each population separately in the same way as in the single-reference case. Thus, we evade dealing with calling and interpretation of lineage-specific mutations and artifact SNVs (Figure 1 ). The procedure for the search of the most suitable references produces a minimal subset of references most similar to a pool of reads than each pair of reads ascribed to one or more references depending on the joint score of alignments. Finally, we postprocess results in the case of using of reference MSA as a vocabulary to guide assembly: we conservatively assume that long fragments of high similarity (>99%) in contigs assembled following different references are made from reads of dominating subpopulation and cut such fragments out from contigs with lower coverage.
Data preprocessing
Adapter and polymerase chain reaction primer sequences (if available) should be deleted before start of assembly. We used Trimmomatic [31] for trimming both adapter and primer sequences (see Supplementary Materials, 1.2, for details).
Read mapping
We use the hashing algorithm for reads' mapping: first, we quickly localize each read on a reference genome using hash table storing all short k-mer positions, and then, we use the Smith-Waterman algorithm to precisely align a read to the genome at a location with the highest score. We generalize the read localization approach for MSA, using the hash table of alignment positions of all possible k-mers in reference genomes. To distinguish a correct localization of a read from a spurious localization, we use a threshold on read localization score. The threshold depends on read length and on the specified level of significance (0.01) that has been estimated on simulated reference genomes. In general, our read mapping approach is similar to that of MOSAIK [32] , although they are not completely similar (see Supplementary Materials, 1.3, for details).
Reference selection
Our approach can assemble consensus sequence by mapping reads either on a user-specified reference sequence or, if an MSA of reference sequences is provided, on a minimal subset of references most similar to the sequencing data. Here, we briefly describe the procedure of selection of the optimal subset of references. First, we localize all reads on reference MSA and cluster adjacently localized reads with each other using Usearch [33] with given similarity threshold (95%); then for each cluster, we build a consensus sequence (short contig). For each short contig, we select a subset of references by picking the reference having the highest local similarity (Sim_max) and all references having similarity Sim > Sim_maxÀd, where d is a specified threshold (5%). Finally, we build long contigs by traversing the overlap graph built on short contigs, where selected references are used as constraints on possible paths, providing information about long-range linkage of short contigs. A similar idea was previously used for analysis of mixed chromatograms for the direct Sanger sequencing method [34] . The graph traversing algorithm links the unvisited short contigs, which have common references in their reference sets into haplotypes, and then penalizes already visited contigs at the subsequent iterations. To do that, an initial positive weight is assigned to each short contig. The path traversing algorithm may use one short contig in multiple paths, but if a short contig has already been used, its weight is assigned to zero; thus, the path traversing algorithm at each step prefers to track through unvisited contigs. Each path through overlap graph corresponds to a long contig. We use the following greedy strategy to obtain a minimal number of references from the reference set, so that the references are most similar to our set of long contigs. For each reference from the minimal set, there is at least one long contig so that identity of the contig's pairwise alignment with the reference is less than the highest identity of alignment of that contig over all references from the reference set, but the difference is no more than a specified threshold. This threshold for our reference selection procedure is supposed to be set close or equal to the mean pairwise distance between viral genotypes that were used for genetic classification of the virus, e.g. for HIV-1 and HCV assemblies we use 5% threshold. All reads are then assigned to one or more of the selected references (see Supplementary Materials, 1.4 for details); reads assigned to each reference are assembled by iterative mapping procedure described below; the overlap graph and long contigs are not used further in data processing.
If reference selection is disabled by the user, the VirGenA uses the default reference (e.g. HXB2 for HIV-1 and 4s.JF735136 for HCV). Also, the default reference is used for assembly in the rare cases, when no reference was selected by the procedure described above.
We select suitable references for assembling of HIV samples by our VirGenA program from the set of 332 aligned HIV-1 reference sequences, which represent most circulated viral subtypes and recombinant forms from NCBI Viral Genotyping Tool HIV-1 2009 RefSet [35] . For assembling of HCV samples, we used MSA of 174 reference sequences from NCBI Viral Genotyping Tool HCV RefSet [35] .
Reference-guided assembly After the references are selected, the k-mer-based similarity score is computed for each pair of a read and one of the selected references. Then, each paired read is assigned to one or more references that have the highest score with this read. Reads that assigned to a particular reference are then treated separately from other reads. All those reads are mapped on their corresponding references, and then a consensus sequence is built for an MSA of reads. We then repeat read mapping and consensus generation using the new consensus sequence obtained at the previous stage as a reference. Next, we cut out poorly aligned regions of MSA and close the arising gaps by de novo reassembly. To do this, we increment the edges of cuts step by step by one nucleotide at a time using reads that are partially mapped to the edges; the method is similar to that in [36] (see Supplementary Materials, 1.5, for details). After reassembling, all reads are mapped back to the assembly, and the final consensus sequence is generated (see Supplementary Materials, 1.5, for details).
Postprocessing
The assemblies may sometimes be chimeras: the contigs assembled on different references for one sample may contain identical or similar subsequences in the variable genome regions. Such subsequences are found by the nucleotide BLAST [37] of each contig against all the contigs assembled on other references and identifying BLAST high-scoring segment pairs (HSPs) with identity >99% threshold (for HIV1). Then, we identify all regions of references having local pairwise identities lower than the threshold (99%) and corresponding to nearly identical subsequences (identity > 99%) in some contig pairs. Then, each of these subsequences is cut out from the contig that correspond to the reference, which has less assigned reads, and all the reads that have been aligned to the cut out subsequence are then realigned on the assembly that was built using the reference, which has more assigned reads. Finally, the new consensus sequences are computed. The reads aligned to each of the selected references are saved in separate BAM files (see Supplementary Materials, 1.6, for details). We also provide a converter (see Supplementary Materials, 1.7, for details) from VirGenA contigs output to SSPACE [38] input format for further scaffolding.
Comparing different algorithms for assembling highly variable viral genomes
As we did not have a gold standard for our data sets of clinical samples, we compared the results of different assemblers with the set of reference genomes obtained from the curated databases that was used in our approach for HIV (https://www. hiv.lanl.gov/content/sequence/NEWALIGN/align.html) and HCV (https://hcv.lanl.gov/content/sequence/NEWALIGN/align.html) assembling. For the maximal robustness, we excluded the sequences, which were used in corresponding vocabularies by VirGenA, from these reference sets. For each sample, we clustered all the contigs that were assembled by VirGenA, Vicuna and IVA, using CD-HIT with a threshold of 99% for local alignment identities and a threshold of 50% for portions of shorter sequences to be covered by alignments. Then, for each cluster, we selected the 'cluster reference set', i.e. a subset of references that have the BLASTN HSP normalized scores, NS (NS ¼ s/(m*l), where s is raw BLASTN score, m is BLASTN match score and l is contig length) with a centroid sequence of the cluster (see CD-HIT manual for definition of centroid sequence) within the range of 5% below the highest HSP score. Finally, for each sample, we constructed a minimal reference set by the following greedy approach: at each iteration, the reference that is contained within the largest number of cluster reference sets was selected and included into the minimal set. If there were more than one such reference, we picked the one that had the highest average identity with the centroids of corresponding clusters. All clusters that included the candidate reference in their reference sets were not further considered, and all their contigs were assigned to the reference included in the minimal reference set. The process stopped when all clusters were assigned to references. References that were elements of a sample minimal reference set were considered as proxies of the unknown components of mixtures.
The same procedure was performed for the comparison of assemblers on simulated mixtures. For each assembly, we assigned each contig to a reference using almost the same procedure as described above. The difference was that for each artificial sample, we chose references from a set of two known virtual components of a mixture. In the case of MIX data set, we used the consensus sequences that were assembled by VirGenA for corresponding clinical samples, as references.
Further, we directly compared programs by pairwise identities between assemblies of sequencing reads obtained for each sample. Identity between two assemblies was calculated as follows: for each contig of the first assembly, we performed a BLASTN best HSP search in the second assembly, and then we calculated averaged identities of obtained best HSPs taking each identity with weight equal to the proportion of contig length to the total length of assembly. To make the value independent of query and subject selection, we used each assembly as a BLASTN query against the other assembly and calculated the minimum between two resulting identities (see Supplementary Materials, 1.9, for details).
Results
Comparison of performances of assemblers on simulated single-component samples
At first, we tested VirGenA and the other algorithms on a data set of 46 simulated single-component samples; for each sample, a FASTQ file containing 500 000 paired reads of length of 100 bp with insertion length of 500 bp was generated by pIRS [39] using HIV references that were absent in the HIV-1 dictionary used for assembling and had minimal identity to the closest reference in the dictionary. In total, 34 of 46 sequences were recombinants of two or more parental subtypes. Sequences for generating reads are the least similar to sequences in VirGenA vocabulary reference set: they were obtained by the same procedure as used for PIRS_min (see Supplementary Materials, 1.1, for details) for all subtypes present in NCBI Viral Genotyping Tool HIV-1 2009 RefSet (Supplementary Table S1 ).
The VirGenA algorithm selected single reference for each sample, proving that VirGenA in general did not predict false mixture components for single-component samples, and subtypes of selected references agreed with subtypes of references used for simulating the data in all but two cases. For the reference sequences (subtypes 29_BF and 16_A2D), used for simulation of reads of the discordant samples, we performed BLASTN search in VirGenA HIV-1 dictionary and found that both had HSPs with almost the same identities (91 and 90%, respectively) with two reference sequences. For both sequences, one of HSPs (selected by VirGenA) was of one of the parental subtypes (B and A2, respectively) and another was of the subtypes 29_BF and 16_A2D; however, query coverage was higher for the HSP with the sequences of subtypes B and A2.
VirGenA and IVA produced contigs of almost genome length (from 8000 to 10 000) for 98 and 100% of the samples, respectively, significantly outperforming Vicuna (72%). Reference coverage by all algorithms was 100% for 32 samples; for 14 samples, VirGenA covered from 94 to 99% of the genome size, while the other assemblers covered the full genome. For all samples, identities were >99% for all methods (Supplementary Table S2 ).
Treating contamination by nontarget DNA Some (or all) clinical samples used in this study might be contaminated by host DNA. Our algorithm can natively handle host genome contamination. Vicuna also has an option, which allows separating viral from the host reads based on multiple alignment of reference sequences of viral genome. The usage of IVA requires preliminary filtering of the host reads by mapping on the known host genome sequence. To filter out human reads from our data sets, we mapped reads to the hg19 by bowtie2 aligner [40] with default parameters. Assembled contigs from the HIV data set were classified as HIV if their best BLAST hits on HIV þ hg19 nucleotide database were HIV sequences, while contigs from the HCV data set were searched against the VirGenA HCV reference sequence vocabulary keeping those that have best BLAST hit E-value lower than 10
À10
. In further tests, we considered only target contigs (as defined above) produced by all algorithms on bowtie-filtered data; for Vicuna, we switched filtering option on using HIV alignment provided in Vicuna distribution and VirGenA HCV reference sequence vocabulary.
VirGenA performance on HIV clinical samples
We applied our VirGenA program to 164 HIV samples, with single reference selected for each of 142 samples (Supplementary  Table S3) , two references of different HIV-1 subtypes selected for 18 samples (Supplementary Table S4 ) and three for 1 sample (Supplementary Table S5) ; then for each sample assembly guided by selected references was performed. Three samples (ERR732125, ERR862194 and ERR862219) were assembled using default reference (HXB2) because not enough reads were mapped on our HIV reference alignment to perform reference selection; de novo assemblies of these samples performed by Vicuna and IVA did not contain HIV contigs. In all of the19 multicomponent mixtures, minor components comprised a low fraction (16 about <0.5%, one about 1% and one about 2.7%); however, even for such low admixtures, the VirGenA assemblies covered from 38 to 95% (median 73%) of reference length (Supplementary Tables S4 and S5 ). Major components of twocomponent mixtures covered from 58 to 100% (median 99%) of length of corresponding selected references. The assembled components in all but one of mixtures had higher similarity to corresponding reference sequences than cross-component similarities. Assembled component identities to their respective references were within estimated HIV intrasubtype similarity range (88-96% http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/sequence/HIV/ REVIEWS/nomenclature/Nomen.html) (Supplementary Tables  S6 and S7 ). As all the multicomponent samples had low frequencies of minor components, we suspected crosscontamination for most of the mixed HIV samples.
To further investigate multicomponent samples, we clustered all relatively large contigs (length > 1000 bp), assembled by VirGenA for all samples, using CD-HIT [41, 42] with threshold of 99% for local alignment identities and a threshold of 50% for portions of shorter sequences to be covered by alignments (Supplementary Table S8 ). Totally, we obtained 169 clusters; 20 of them contained contigs from two or more samples, and 6 of these 20 clusters contained contigs from major components of some samples (or contigs from single-component samples) and contigs from minor components of two-and three-component mixtures. About 42% (8 of 19) of the multicomponent samples had minor components clustered with major components of the other samples. High similarity between the major components of some samples and the minor components of other samples also supported our cross-sample contamination hypothesis (see Supplementary Materials, 2.1, for details). Finally, we retrieved instrument IDs and multiplexing indices from the FASTQ files; the ID investigation showed that four of the six clusters, which were mentioned above, were produced on the same device. Furthermore, samples from these four clusters having the same device ID also had close (frequently successive) multiplexing indices. Therefore, these samples were produced on the same sequencing device and, probably, were obtained during the same experiment in one sequencing run, which supported our suggestion about cross-sample contamination.
Comparison of performances of assemblers on clinical data
HIV data set For each sample, we constructed a minimal reference set and assigned contigs to corresponding references (see 'Methods' section). For each program and for each reference from a sample minimal reference set, we picked the longest assigned contig (Figure 2A ). If for a particular reference no contigs were assembled by a particular program, we assigned a zero-length contig to that reference.
Most references in minimal reference sets of HIV samples ($74%) were picked exclusively by contigs assembled by Vicuna and having length of about 500 bp (two paired reads assembled together) ( Figure 3A) . The majority of assemblies made by Vicuna and VirGenA (63 and 77% correspondingly) contained nearly full genome-size (8500 < length < 10 000) contigs, in contrast to IVA, with longest contigs for most samples (58%) of about half size (4000 < length < 5000) of the HIV-1 genome (Supplementary Table S9 , see also Supplementary Figure S2) .
We also compared the coverages of the reference sequences by aligned contigs assembled by assessed programs ( Figure 2B and Supplementary Figure S3) . The reference sequences used for test were not used for the assembling procedure (see 'Methods' section). First, we selected one reference sequence that have got maximal total coverage by contigs assembled by all assessed programs for each sample. For this sequence, all programs demonstrated similar performance, with VirGenA showing slightly superior results ( Figure 2B ). However, when the entire minimal reference sets were considered, we could see again that most of low-covered references (<14%) were covered exclusively by alignments with contigs assembled by Vicuna (Supplementary Figure  S2) . Vicuna assemblies had a lower (90.6%) [compared with IVA (92.0%) and VirGenA (92.1%)] median of distribution of average identities of local contig alignments with corresponding references across all samples and all references in corresponding minimal reference sets (Supplementary Figure S3) . Results were similar if only one reference with maximal total coverage was considered for each sample (Supplementary Figure S4) : Vicuna assemblies had higher identities on this data set (91.5%), but still slightly lower compared with IVA (92.0%) and VirGenA (92.2%). Thus, Vicuna assembled many short contigs having low identities with corresponding references.
Median pairwise identities across samples were high for IVA versus VirGenA (99.3%) (Supplementary Table S10; Figure 2C and D); in comparisons of Vicuna with VirGenA and IVA, median identities across samples were lower: 97 and 97% correspondingly. The analysis of cross-assembly similarities was done on the data set of all but three HIV-1 samples (ERR862219, ERR732125 and ERR862194): all programs except VirGenA were unable to assemble HIV contigs for these samples.
We have compared runtimes of all algorithms on the HIV-1 clinical data set in single-threaded and multi-threaded (32 threads) regimes, reporting average computation time (in seconds) to process one sample (see Supplementary Materials, Section 2.4).
HCV data set
First, we made a blind comparison of VirGenA, Vicuna and IVA accuracies on the HCV data set in the same way, as we had done for the HIV-1 clinical data set using our HCV vocabulary. Owing to high contamination by non-HCV reads in most of the samples, IVA was unable to assemble HCV contigs for 24 samples from OCapt data set (Supplementary Table S11 ) and 37 samples from OMeta data set (Supplementary Table S12 ), so we excluded IVA from comparisons on HCV data sets. Generally, VirGenA was concordant with Vicuna on HCV data set (Supplementary Tables S13 and S14); for O-Capt data set, the median cross-identity was 98.6%, and results for O-Meta data set are presented in Supplementary Materials Section 2.2 (Supplementary Tables S12, S14 and S15 and Supplementary Figure S5-S8) . Our approach assembled longer contigs than Vicuna in comparison of all contigs assigned to a common reference and in comparison of contigs ascribed to references with maximal total coverage by assemblies ( Supplementary Figures S9 and S10 Table S16 ). For all of these samples, assemblies of Vicuna also included contigs assigned to the second minor genotype detected by VirGenA (Supplementary  Table S11 ). We then compared assemblies with the gold standard reference set: for 20 of 22 samples, both Vicuna and VirGenA covered gold standard references >99% of their length with identities >99%; the other two samples had lower coverage of their gold standard references by contigs, but identities of assemblies were also >99%. In two samples (sP883026 and sP731482), the second component had identities >99% with gold standard reference sequences of one sample (sP681788) of high viral load, and thus, likely were cross-contaminations (Supplementary Table S17 ).
Performance of assemblers on HIV artificial mixtures
To assess performance of each algorithm on mixtures of highly divergent variants, we prepared two-component mixtures with various proportions of components. Three data sets were prepared (see Supplementary Materials, 1.1, for details): samples in two data sets (further referred to as PIRS_median and PIRS_min) consisted of simulated samples with reads generated by pIRS [39] for three possible two-component mixtures of variants (HIV-1 subtypes A1, B and C). None of these variants matched any sequence in our HIV vocabulary reference set. PIRS_median contains references having median intrasubtype identity values to VirGenA vocabulary reference set, while PIRS_min comprises sequences least similar to sequences in VirGenA vocabulary reference set. Reads for the samples composing the third data set (further referred to as MIX) were proportionally picked from two of three selected clinical samples.
All assemblers were evaluated on these data sets. The same analyses as we had used for HIV clinical data set were done for comparison of four approaches on simulated mixtures. For each assembly, we ascribed each contig to a reference from a set of two known virtual components of a mixture (see 'Methods' section).
Three approaches of read assembly were assessed by means of comparing lengths of longest contigs ascribed to one of two references, reference coverages by contig alignments, identities of contigs to ascribed references and identities to another reference (see Supplementary Materials, 1.8, for details, Supplementary Tables S18-S20 for PIRS_min data set,  Supplementary Tables S21-S23 and Supplementary Tables S24-S26 for MIX data set). For simulated mixtures, VirGenA selected two references from the vocabulary and correctly assigned subtypes to major (or both) mixture components in most cases (Table 1) , having best performance on MIX data set and worst on PIRS_min. Here, we emphasize that VirGenA did not know the correct answer when it was assembling reads because vocabulary HIV reference set did not include sequences corresponding to mixture components.
Frequencies of mixture components estimated by VirGenA were close to actual frequencies (Supplementary Tables  S27-S29) .
VirGenA outperformed other approaches in comparison of lengths of longest contigs that were ascribed to mixture components of simulated samples ( Figure 3A, C and E) . VirGenA assemblies for most samples contained near-complete-genome size (8000 < length < 10 000) contigs for both components of mixtures, whereas other assemblers tend to produce shorter (incomplete) or longer contigs (chimeric, containing fragments of different components) in assemblies ( Table 2) .
We compared assemblers as to how well alignments of their contigs covered two virtual components of simulated mixtures (Supplementary Figures S13-S15 ). VirGenA has slightly higher medians of coverage distributions across components of all samples than competitors (Table 3) , but assembled contigs for mixtures sufficiently more accurately than other programs: significantly more mixture components collected from all samples were covered by contigs with identities of local alignments >99% on average produced by VirGenA compared with IVA and Vicuna ( Figure 3B , D and F; Table 4 ). Although Vicuna had coverage statistics comparable with VirGenA, it was inferior in identity (and so did IVA), allowing us to suggest that it was because Vicuna and IVA produced more chimera contigs compared with VirGenA.
We estimated performances of three assemblers on a simulated three-component mixture that was generated by picking 50 000 read pairs in equal shares from the same three samples that were used for generating samples in MIX data set. VirGenA identified the mixture as containing three components and for each component selected a reference of correct subtype. Comparison between assemblers was organized in the same way as for two-component mixtures (Supplementary Table  S30 ). VirGenA again outperformed competitors by all criteria.
Performance of assemblers on mixtures of HCV genotypes
We compared VirGenA subtypes detected for O-Capt data set of HCV-mixtures with those reported by Thompson et al. [30] (Supplementary Table S31 ). We successfully detected subtypes of both components for five of nine (IVT1-IVT9) controlled artificial mixtures where proportions of minor to major components were in range 1:1-1:50; for four other samples, only subtypes of major components were detected where proportions of components were 1:500 and 1:5000, and Vicuna assembled contigs that were assigned to both declared subtypes for eight of nine controlled mixtures, but in all cases, when VirGenA failed to detect one or both declared subtypes, Vicuna assembled only short (length < 300 bp) contigs for corresponded subtypes. The presence of only such short fragments was insufficient for genotyping by VirGenA (Supplementary Table S11) .
We also detected both declared components in four of five clinical mixture samples (sS786324, sS589393 and JW1-JW3) (Supplementary Table S31 ). In the sample sS589393, only the major component was detected. Vicuna assembled contigs that were assigned to the same subtypes as detected by VirGenA for all but one JW3 sample for which both subtypes were represented by contigs slightly >300 bp. Two samples (HCVG10-02 and HCVG10-04) were not genotyped by VirGenA. Both programs assembled only short contigs (<300 bp) for these samples (Supplementary Table S11 
Assembly of recombinant HIV sequences
We estimated how VirGenA assembled a recombinant genotype using reference sequences of parental subtypes only. We generated artificial reads by pIRS for 265 sequences of HIV recombinant forms from HIV-1 reference set 2009 (Supplementary Table  S33) ; for each recombinant, the set of parental subtypes was taken from https://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/sequence/HIV/ CRFs/CRFs.html. We assembled these sequences de novo by IVA, Vicuna and by VirGenA using as a vocabulary NCBI Viral Genotyping Tool HIV1 2005 'pure' reference set (https://www. ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/genotyping/formpage.cgi), which did not contain recombinants. VirGenA ascribed unknown recombinant sequences to one to three 'pure' reference sequences, which usually were of parental subtypes; only for three samples, the sets of VirGenA subtypes were not strict subsets of Table  S34 ). About 15% of the samples were classified as mixtures; if an assembly was done following multiple references, it consisted of several contigs. For almost all samples, the longest contigs assembled by VirGenA were >8000 bp; thus, for each sample, a single reference was used for assembly of the major part of the genome (Supplementary Table S35 , Supplementary Figure S16) . It was surprising that VirGenA outperformed Vicuna in comparison of longest contigs; median lengths were 8500 and 7600 correspondingly. All three assemblers produced contigs, which covered genomes by >96% with identities >99% (Supplementary Table S35 ).
Discussion
Highly variable viruses establish divergent populations within hosts; also, mixed infections by multiple subtypes of viruses are not rare, especially in risk groups. The traditional approach to assembling consensus sequence by mapping individual reads onto reference sequence could potentially produce misalignment errors in divergent regions of a genome, which could be called and interpreted as genetic variants. We developed VirGenA-viral genome reference-guided assemblerthat maps reads on multiple alignment of reference sequences, and then assembles them into contigs that are used for selecting a minimal set of optimal references for accurate referenceguided assembly. We performed a comparison of our approach and two de novo assemblers, Vicuna [26] and IVA [27] , specially designed for highly variable viral genomes such as HIV, HCV and HBV. Comparing assemblies of highly variable viral genomes from short reads is not a trivial task if the 'true' answer is not known. Here, we present a methodology that enables us to compare different assemblies based on several descriptive statistics. We believe that our methodology of comparison of short-read assemblies could be generally used.
The main advantage of our approach is the ability to account for the haplotype information obtained from the set of reference sequences, which represent the main genetic groups on viral phylogeny. Indeed, variants (SNVs) that are not covered by the same reads could be hardly phased without a priori knowledge. The phylogenetic tree often defines strong haplotypes between some SNVs, which jointly differentiate genetic groups. Thus, we may expect these haplotypes to present in viral quasispecies. Any assembly method, which is based solely on local information, more likely leads to chimera contigs, short contigs and/or low coverage of minor variants [43] .
Our application is not suitable for reconstruction of similar haplotypes (quasispecies); it will restore their mixture in one consensus, ascribing then to one subtype. There are several applications [48] [49] [50] that are specially designed for such problems. Our application may be useful for preparing or initial read alignments for further analysis by these specialized applications.
The reference-based assembling is potentially prone to errors in the cases of weak references. Practically, it means one of two situations: a far-away reference or unknown recombinant is sequenced. For the first, we simulated two-component mixtures of HIV subtypes least similar to references in the vocabulary (PIRS_min, see section 'Performance of assemblers on HIV artificial mixtures'), and the median distances of artificial components to the most similar references from the vocabulary were $11%, which were much higher than mean intrasubtype divergences for HIV (see Supplementary Materials, Section 1.1). For the second, we simulated NGS reads for HIV circulated recombinant forms and assembled them using a set of 'pure' subtypes (see section 'Assembly of recombinant HIV sequences'). For both complicated for our approach cases, we obtained reasonably good results.
For samples that are mixtures of genotypes whose divergences are higher than the specified threshold, our approach produces correct results of a sample genotyping if a vocabulary used for assembly includes representing sequences (Table 1,  Supplementary Table S27 ). The genetic diversity for most clinically important viruses like HIV, HCV and HBV is well characterized including circulating recombinant forms (https://www.hiv. lanl.gov/) [44, 45] , so preparing reference vocabularies is a technical task. If a recombinant form is not represented in the VirGenA vocabulary, then assembly may be fragmented according to parental genotypes and interpreted as a mixture, however assembled contigs cover the sequenced recombinant genome well with high identities. Moreover, in most cases VirGenA assembles complete or near complete-genome contig following a single selected reference of one of parental subtypes (Supplementary Table S35 , Supplementary Figure S16) .
We use the chimera correction procedure that prevents forming of artificial chimera contigs in cases of mixtures. It cuts out long identical subsequences from contigs having of lower reads' coverage and ascribes of corresponding reads to the contig with the highest coverage. The procedure also does not produce errors in the case of assembling of an unknown recombinant. All short contigs may be scaffolded, e.g by SSPASE [38] (see Supplementary Methods, 1.7), to establish their correct linkage on a base of paired read information as well as contigs, which are assembled by de novo approaches like IVA and Vicuna.
It is interesting that assemblers demonstrated different performances for different viruses: on the HIV data set, IVA and VirGenA clearly outperformed Vicuna, but on the HCV data set, IVA with default settings failed to assemble HCV contigs for multiple samples, on which Vicuna and VirGenA performed well. VirGenA correctly disentangles mixtures of strains belonging to divergent subtypes even in cases of extremely low $1% admixtures and equal portions of components. We unexpectedly observed that about 12% of samples in the HIV-1 data set sequenced in the Sanger Institute, some of which previously had been used for comparison of de novo assemblers IVA and Vicuna [27] , were mixtures of two or three subtypes. We cannot give exhaustive interpretation of these findings because no additional information is available for these samples, but we suspect that in most cases, admixtures are results of cross-sample contaminations, as in most mixed samples, low frequencies of minor variants (<1%) are observed; in 42% of mixtures, assembled sequences of minor variants have high alignment identity (>99%) with assemblies of major variants in other samples or single-component samples, and most of these samples (75%) are likely to be obtained from the same sequencing run, as samples to which these admixtures are similar. We also found clear evidence of contamination of two samples in the HCV data set by the third sample having high viral load. The scale of the problem of cross-sample contamination for the nextgeneration sequencing is not studied well, and probably the issue is likely to be overlooked; consequently, results of some studies that used ultra-deep sequencing for analyzing minor allele frequencies may be compromised.
Key Points
• VirGenA is a new viral reference-guided assembler, which can separate and genotype mixtures of strains of different intraspecies genetic groups (genotypes, subtypes, clades, etc.) and assemble a separate consensus sequence for each group in a mixture.
• VirGenA produces long assemblies for mixture components of extremely low frequencies (<1%) allowing detection of cross-contamination of samples by divergent genotypes.
• We observed that some clinical HIV and HCV samples in SRA are mixtures of two or three subtypes and provided evidence of cross-sample contaminations. VirGenA can be used to detect such contaminations.
